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ABSTRACT
Context. The recent discovery of much greater magnetic flux cancellation taking place at the photosphere than previously realised has
led us in our previous works to suggest magnetic reconnection driven by flux cancellation as the cause of a wide range of dynamic
phenomena, including jets of various kinds and solar atmospheric heating.
Aims. Previously, the theory considered energy release at a two-dimensional current sheet. Here we develop the theory further by
extending it to an axisymmetric current sheet in three dimensions without resorting to complex variable theory.
Methods. We analytically study reconnection and treat the current sheet as a three-dimensional structure. We apply the theory to
the cancellation of two fragments of equal but opposite flux that approach each another and are located in an overlying horizontal
magnetic field.
Results. The energy release occurs in two phases. During Phase 1, a separator is formed and reconnection is driven at it as it rises
to a maximum height and then moves back down to the photosphere, heating the plasma and accelerating a plasma jet as it does so.
During Phase 2 the fluxes cancel in the photosphere and accelerate a mixture of cool and hot plasma upwards.
Key words. Sun: chromosphere – Sun: corona – Sun: magnetic fields – Sun: photosphere – magnetic reconnection –
methods: analytical
1. Introduction
Observations of the photospheric magnetic field at a resolu-
tion of 0.15 arcsec from the Sunrise balloon (Solanki et al. 2010,
2017) have shown that the rate of magnetic flux emergence
and cancellation is an order of magnitude higher than previ-
ously thought (Smitha et al. 2017). In addition, coronal loops
have been found to be invariably rooted in mixed polarity frag-
ments that are cancelling at a rate of typically 1015 Mx s−1, and
the loops brighten when photospheric magnetic flux cancels
(Tiwari et al. 2014; Chitta et al. 2017, 2018; Huang et al. 2018).
Flux cancellation has also been associated with the accelera-
tion of jets on a variety of scales (Sterling et al. 2015, 2017;
Sterling & Moore 2016; Panesar et al. 2018; Samanta et al.
2019; Panesar et al. 2020).
The Sunrise observations led Priest et al. (2018) to propose
a ‘cancellation nanoflare model’ for heating the chromosphere
and corona, not just X-ray bright points, for which flux cancella-
tion had previously been suggested as a mechanism (Priest et al.
1994; Parnell & Priest 1995). The model was supported and
extended by numerical simulations, which also showed that var-
ious kinds of reconnection-driven jets can form during flux can-
cellation (Syntelis et al. 2019; Syntelis & Priest 2020).
Priest et al. (2018) considered in particular a model in which
two magnetic fragments of flux F and −F approach each
other and cancel in an overlying horizontal magnetic field of
strength B0. Initially, when far apart, the magnetic sources
are not connected, but separator reconnection (Priest & Titov
1996; Longcope & Cowley 1996; Galsgaard & Nordlund 1996;
Parnell et al. 2008) starts to occur when the half-separation (d)








As d decreases and the flux sources approach each other, the sep-
arator rises to a maximum height of 0.6d0 and then falls to the
solar surface as the sources come into contact. The maximum
height at which reconnection occurs therefore depends on the
flux (F) and field strength (B0) through the parameter d0, and it
may be located in the chromosphere, transition region, or corona.
Numerical experiments studying this scenario have since rein-
forced the validity of the model (Syntelis et al. 2019; Peter et al.
2019; Syntelis & Priest 2020), and as have recent observations
(Park 2020).
In this series of papers, we plan to develop the basic theory
in several directions. Here we remedy a deficiency in the theory,
namely, that the properties of the current sheet have so far usu-
ally been analysed using complex variable theory, according to
which the input magnetic field at the entrance to a current sheet
of length L is related to the sheet length (L) and the field gradient





which is a key result used in the theory.
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Fig. 1. X-point magnetic field (a), which collapses into (b) a field with
a current sheet of length L and input magnetic field Bi at x = 0+, z = 0.
Thus, since complex variable theory applies only in two
dimensions (2D), the theory so far is valid only in 2D. In the
present paper, we therefore develop a corresponding theory for
a current sheet in three dimensions (3D), in particular for an
axisymmetric current sheet, and derive a generalisation of the
result in Eq. (2). We also apply this new result to the case of
reconnection driven by the approach of equal and opposite flux
sources in an overlying uniform horizontal magnetic field stud-
ied in Priest et al. (2018). First of all, we consider a 2D current
sheet and show how the expression for the magnetic field around
it can be obtained by the new method without using complex
variable theory (Sect. 2.2). Then we generalise this method to the
field of a 3D axisymmetric current sheet (Sect. 3.2), and finally
we apply it to the creation of such a sheet by the flux cancellation
of two flux sources (Sect. 4).
2. Relationship between Bi and L for a 2D current
sheet
Here we calculate the relationship between the input magnetic
field (Bi) to a current sheet and its length (L) by firstly the tradi-
tional complex variable technique (Sect. 2.1) and secondly a new
method that does not rely on complex variable theory (Sect. 2.2)
and so can be generalised to 3D (Sect. 3.2).
2.1. Using complex variable theory
We consider a potential magnetic field of the form
Bx = kz, Bz = kx,
that contains an X-type neutral point at the origin, where k is a
constant (Fig. 1a). This may be written in terms of the complex
variable Z = x + iz as simply
Bz + iBx = kZ.
Now we suppose the distant sources of the magnetic field
move in such a way that the field collapses to a configuration
containing a current sheet of length L stretching along the z-axis,
as shown in Fig. 1b. Then an elegant way of writing the field that
is outside the current sheet is







so that the sheet is a cut in the complex plane from Z = − 12 iL





















Fig. 2. Notation used for the 2D magnetic field. (a) Magnetic field of
the current sheet alone, where the values at the points O(0+, 0) and
N(0, 12 L) are denoted by Bi ẑ and BN x̂, respectively. (b) Representation
of the current sheet by a set of line currents, denoted by dots, in which
the magnetic field at a point P is calculated due to a line current at Q at
a distance z along the z-axis.
field (Bi) in Eq. (2) at the entrance (x = 0+, z = 0) to the
current sheet can be obtained from Eq. (3) by putting z = 0
and letting x tend to zero through positive values. This method
was first discovered by Green (1965) and later used by many
authors, including Priest & Raadu (1975), Tur & Priest (1976),
Somov et al. (1976), Low (1987, 1991), Titov (1992).
Within a 1D current sheet with magnetic field Bz(x), the elec-
tric current density is given by




which may be integrated across a sheet of width l to give a
relationship between the current (J(z)) in the sheet at distance

















µJ(z) = −2BS (z). (4)
In particular, for the current sheet in Eq. (3), by letting x
approach zero through positive values, we find
BS (z) = k( 14 L
2 − z2)1/2, (5)











2 = − 12πBiL.
We note that the magnetic field of the current sheet alone
(Fig. 2) is obtained by subtracting the background field from
Eq. (3) to give
Bz + iBx = k( 14 L
2 + Z2)1/2 − kZ, (6)
which implies that the field at (x = 0+, z = 0) is Bz = 12 kL,
while the field at the end N(0, 12 L) of the current sheet is Bx =
− 12 kL, namely, minus the X-point field at N, since the field of the
current sheet plus background (Eq. (3)) vanishes at N.
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2.2. Without invoking complex variable theory
We suppose the field has components
(Bx, Bz) = (kz, kx) + (bS x(x, z), bS z(x, z)) (7)
due to the X-field together with the field of the current sheet.
We write the z-component of the field at the edge of the sheet as
before, as
BS (z) = bS z(0+, z),
such that
BS (0) = Bi.
Then the current in the sheet is given as before by
µJ(z) = −2BS (z).
Now we suppose the current sheet consists of an infinite set
of line currents J(z′)dz′ at points Q a distance z′ along the current





where (r, φ, z) are cylindrical polar coordinates measured locally
relative to Q (Fig. 2b).
Therefore, the field at P due to the whole current sheet has
an x-component





BS (z′) sin φ
[x2 + (z − z′)2]1/2
dz′,
where Bs = 12µJ and sin φ = (z − z
′)/[x2 + (z − z′)2]1/2.
In terms of the dimensionless variables z̄ = 2z/L, x̄ = 2x/L
and B̄S = BS /(kL), this becomes





B̄S (z̄′)(z̄ − z̄′)
x̄2 + (z̄ − z̄′)2
dz̄′. (8)
Now the condition that our infinite set of line currents com-
prises a current sheet is that the tangential field vanish at its sur-
face, meaning, that Bx(x̄, z̄) = kz̄ + bS x(x̄, z̄) vanish as x̄ tends to
zero. In dimensionless variables this becomes
lim
x̄→0
(b̄S x(x̄, z̄)) = −z̄ when x̄2 < 1,







B̄S (z̄′)(z̄ − z̄′)





This is an integral equation to solve for the unknown function
B̄S (z̄′).
The way we solve it is to consider N+1 equally spaced points
z̄0 = −1, z̄1, z̄2, . . . , z̄N−1, z̄N = 1 between −1 and +1, such that
B̄S (z̄n) = Bn and B0 = BN = 0. We approximate B̄S (z̄′) by N
linear functions in these N intervals stretching between z̄′n and
z̄′n+1, namely,
fn(z̄′) = anz̄′ + bn = an(z̄′ − z̄) + cn,
where n = 0, 1, 2, . . .N − 1 and cn = Bn + anz̄. The constants that








Fig. 3. For a 2D current sheet (a) the dependence of the maximum cur-
rent sheet field (BS (0) = Bi) on N and (b) the profile (BS (z)) as a func-
tion of the number (N) of points in the sheet.
where z̄n+1 − z̄n = 2/N.









−an(z̄ − z̄′)2 − cn(z̄ − z̄′)

























x̄2 + (z̄n+1 − z̄)2






as shown in Fig. 3. Evaluating this at N points should determine
the N unknowns B1, B2, . . . BN . For the N points we pick the
midpoints z̄∗m =
1
2 (z̄m + z̄m+1) of the intervals, where BS =
1
2 (Bm +









x̄2 + (z̄n+1 − 12 (z̄m + z̄m+1))(z̄n −
1
2 (z̄m + z̄m+1))





 x̄2 + (z̄n+1 − 12 (z̄m + z̄m+1))2
x̄2 + (z̄n − 12 (z̄m + z̄m+1))
2

= 14 (z̄m + z̄m+1).
In the limit as x̄ → 0, the first term in the summation vanishes,
while the second term reduces to B0 − BN , which also vanishes
and so we are left with N equations for each value of m of the
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Fig. 4. Notation in cylindrical polar coordinates (R, φ, z) for (a) an
axisymmetric current sheet stretching from R = R0 − 12 L to R = R0 +
1
2 L
and (b) a ring current of radius R′0 indicating the positions of a general
point P(R, φ, z) and a point Q(R, φ, 0) in the plane of the ring at a radius







(Bn + Bn+1) loge
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ z̄n+1 −
1
2 (z̄m + z̄m+1)
z̄n − 12 (z̄m + z̄m+1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 12 (z̄m + z̄m+1).
For each value of N, the N values of Bm = B̄S (zm) are calculated
by numerically solving these equations, with the result, as shown
in Fig. 3, that the piecewise linear approximation to B̄S (z̄) tends
to the function B̄S (z̄) = 12
√
1 − z̄2 = 12
√
1 − 4z2/L2 as N → ∞,
as expected from the complex variable theory result, with Bi =
1
2 kL.
3. Relationship between Bi and L for a 3D
axisymmetric current sheet
Complex variable theory applies only to 2D. However, the anal-
ysis of Sect. 2.2 may be extended into 3D in order to cal-
culate the magnetic field of a 3D axisymmetric current sheet
(Fig. 4a), as first suggested by Tur (1977) and explored briefly by
Longcope & Cowley (1996). The technique we propose here is
built on their ideas. Using cylindrical polar coordinates (R, φ, z),
we write the radial and axial components of the magnetic field
at P(R, φ, z) near the current sheet in the form
(BR, Bz) = (kz, kr) + (bS R(R, z), bS z(R, z)), (11)
where the first term represents the field of a ring of X-points near
R = R0, while (bS R, bS z) is the field of the current sheet itself. The
tangential (namely, R-) component of the field at the edge of the
sheet is then, say,
BS (R) = bS R(R, 0+),
such that at the centre of the sheet
BS (0) = Bi.
Also, the integral form of Ampère’s law may be used to show
that the current Jφ̂ in the sheet is related to BS by
µJ(R) = 2BS (R). (12)
The aim is to deduce what profile of BS and therefore of
current J in the sheet makes the normal component (Bz(R′0)) of
magnetic field vanish at the current sheet so that, according to
Eq. (11),
kR = − lim
z→0
bS z(R, z) for z = 0, −
1
2




The plan is therefore to calculate the magnetic field due to a
current ring (Sect. 3.1), and then to sum over an infinite set of
infinitesimal current rings to find the magnetic field of the cur-
rent sheet (Sect. 3.2).
3.1. The magnetic vector potential for a toroidal current ring
We consider a ring of current (I0(R′0)) of radius R
′
0 in the z = 0
plane in cylindrical polar coordinates (Fig. 4b). The flux func-
tion [F(R, φ)] at a point P(R, φ, z) may be calculated as follows
(Jackson 1999). In general, the vector potential (A) is such that
B = ∇ × A and satisfies Poisson’s equation
∇2 A = −µ j,








For our current ring jdV ′ = I0δ(R′ − R′0)δ(z
′)R′dφ′dz′φ̂, and at
P(R, φ, z) the only component of A is Aφ(R), giving a flux func-
tion F ≡ RAφ of













s′ = [(R − R′0 cos φ
′)2 + (R′0)
2 sin2 φ′ + z2]1/2
is the distance between the points (R, 0, z) in the plane φ = 0 and
(R′0, φ












After some manipulation, Eq. (14) may be written as




R′0R [(2 − K
2)M(K) − 2E(K)], (15)














[1 − K2 sin2 x]1/2dx.
The flux function at P(R, φ, z) near the current ring (Fig. 4b)
can be found by writing R = R′0 + r and expanding Eq. (16) in
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Fig. 6. Notation for the magnetic field near a current sheet in the Rz-
plane due to the sum of (a) a ring of nulls at radius R′0 and (b) a current
sheet of length L. The sheet may be replaced by (c) a set of current rings
of radius R′0 between R = R0 −
1
2 L and R = R0 +
1
2 L. Just to the right
of the centre C of the sheet, the magnetic field is Bi R̂, while at the outer
edge N of the current sheet the field is BN ẑ.
powers of r/R′0  1 and z/R
′
0  1, using Gradshteyn & Ryzhik
(1980), to give

















+ . . .
(17)
The corresponding magnetic field (Bz = (1/R)∂F/∂R) close to















where r = R − R′0. The first term is simply the field of a straight
current, and the second term gives the correction due to the cur-
vature of the current ring. This correction lowers the magnitude
of the field on the outside of the ring and increases it on the inside
of the ring, as expected, since the field lines are further apart on
the outer edge of the ring, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
3.2. The magnetic field of a current sheet
We consider a current sheet of length L in the R-direction and
centred at a radius R0 with L  R0, so that the current sheet
is short compared with its mean distance R0 from the z-axis, as
shown in Fig. 6. It is made up of an infinite set of infinitesimal







0 = R0 +r
′
0 ranges between R0−
1
2 L
and R0 + 12 L, as indicated in Fig. 6c, where r
′
0  R0. Each ring
has a flux function of the form of Eq. (17) and a z-component of
magnetic field of the same form as Eq. (18).
The magnetic field of the current sheet may now built up an
integral of infinitesimal current rings J(R′0)dz at R
′
0 = R0 + r
′
0,
where µJ = 2BS and each current ring gives rise to a magnetic
field of the form of Eq. (18) with the distance between the current
ring and P(R, φ, z) being obtained by replacing r in Eq. (18) by
(r − r′0). The resulting z-component of magnetic field is







BS (r′0) 2(r − r′0)z2 + (r′0 − r)2 + 1R0 loge [z





Then, after using this expression, the condition (Eq. (13))











BS (r′0) 2(r − r′0)z2 + (r′0 − r)2 + 1R0 loge [z




or, in terms of dimensionless variables
z̄ = 2z/L, r̄′0 = 2r
′










z̄2 + (r̄′0 − r̄)



























Using the fact that the last term is important only where |r̄′0 − r̄| .

























This is an integral equation for the unknown function
B̄S (r̄′0) = BS (r
′
0)/(kL), which may be solved, as in the 2D case,
by approximating the function by a piecewise linear function of
N equally spaced straight lines (B̄S (s) = ans + bn) with N con-
stants Bn, and evaluating it at N − 1 values S i = 12 (sm + sm+1),
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . (N − 1).
However, Eq. (22) implies that the natural expansion param-
eter is ε loge ε/8  1 rather than ε, and so we may write
B̄S ≈ B̄S 0 + ε loge(ε/8)B̄S 1,
where B̄S 0 is the straight-field contribution and B̄S 1 is the
toroidal correction, where ε = L/(2R0)  1. The zeroth and
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Fig. 7. For a current sheet in 3D, the profiles as functions of radius R′0
and the number N of points in the sheet of (a) the zeroth order field
BS (R′0) and (b) the functional form (BS 1(R
′
0) of the toroidal correction.
(c) The inflow magnetic field to the current sheet, namely, Bi = BS (0) as
a function of ε = L/(2R0) for large N and its analytical approximation
(dashed).











4 BS 0(r̄), (24)
which determines B̄S 1(r̄′0). The solutions for B̄S 0 and B̄S 1 are
shown in Fig. 7a,b.
The main aim of this section is to determine the inflow field
(Bi) to the current sheet. In the 2D case, it is just 12 kL. For the
toroidal current sheet, it becomes
Bi = BS (0) = kLB̄S 0(0){1 + ε loge ε B̄S 1(0)/B̄S 0(0)},




kL(1 − 0.2757 ε loge ε). (25)
The resulting variation of Bi with ε = L/(2R0) is plotted in
Fig. 7c, which shows how Bi increases as the radius R0 decreases
and indicates the excellence of the 7/25 approximation.
2d
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Fig. 8. Phase 1 of the cancellation process. (a) Two photospheric mag-
netic sources of flux ±F, situated on the z-axis a distance 2d apart in an
overlying uniform horizontal field B0 ẑ approach one another at speed
±v0. (b) When d = d0, a separator S is formed. (c) Reconnection is
driven at the separator S which rises in the atmosphere. (d) Energy is
converted at a current sheet of length L, where plasma flows in at speed
vi carrying magnetic field Bi.
4. Reconnection driven by the approach of two
magnetic fragments in a uniform horizontal field
Here we develop, in several ways, the theory for reconnection
driven by the approach and cancellation of two photospheric
magnetic fragments that was proposed in Priest et al. (2018).
The fragments have equal but opposite magnetic flux (±F) and
are situated in an overlying uniform horizontal magnetic field of
strength B0. They are separated by a distance 2d and approach
each other at speeds ±v0 (Fig. 8a). The theory so far has con-
cerned ‘Phase 1’ of heating and jet acceleration, during which a
separator forms in the photosphere at a critical separation,






called the interaction distance (Longcope 1998) (Fig. 8b). The
separator is located at a height R = RS (Fig. 8c) which increases
to a maximum value of 0.6d0 and then moves back downwards,
reaching the photosphere as d → 0. During the rise and fall of
the separator, separator reconnection is driven at a current sheet
of length L, where the input flow speed and magnetic field to
the current sheet are vi and Bi, respectively (Fig. 8d). The theory
estimates the values of L, vi, and Bi in terms of the imposed
parameters v0, B0 and F, and shows that the heating is likely to
be sufficient to heat the chromosphere and corona by a so-called
‘cancellation nanoflare mechanism’.
The two ways we extend the theory are: using the above anal-
ysis for a 3D current sheet during the Phase 1 (Sect. 4.1) rather
than a 2D one; and considering briefly the nature of the heating
during a new Phase 2, namely, the ‘cancellation phase’ during
which the polarities are very close to each other (Sect. 4.2), and
the two photospheric fragments actually cancel with one another.
For simplicity, we formulate the analysis in terms of cylindrical
polar rather than rectangular Cartesian coordinates.
We note that another possibility has been suggested by
Low (1991), namely, that of a ‘Phase 0’ such that, after the
separator appears in the solar surface in Fig. 8b, a current sheet
grows upwards from the solar surface rather than being localised
around a separator located above the photosphere. We shall anal-
yse this possibility in future and compare the energy release with
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the case we are studying here. If the driving does not switch on
and off, so that the current sheet dissipates and then reforms at a
different height, or if reconnection is slow enough that the cur-
rent sheet does not go unstable to tearing, it is possible that such
a Phase 0 exists for some time.
4.1. Phase 1 of cancellation
The magnetic field above the photosphere (R > 0) may be writ-
ten in terms of cylindrical polar coordinates (R, φ, z), with the
z-axis being horizontal and situated in the photosphere, joining







+ B0 ẑ, (27)
where
r1 = (z − d) ẑ + R R̂, r2 = (z + d) ẑ + R R̂
are the vector distances from the two sources to a point P(R, φ, z).
We consider what happens when the distance 2d between the
two sources decreases from a large value. When the sources are
too far apart, such that d > d0, two separatrix surfaces com-
pletely surround the flux that enters one source and leaves the
other, so that no magnetic field lines link one source to another.
On the other hand, when d = d0 a separator bifurcation occurs
in which these two separatrices touch at a separator field line
(S) that lies in the photospheric plane (R = 0), as described in
Priest et al. (2018). However, when d < d0 the separator rises
above z = 0 and a new domain is created bounding magnetic
flux that passes under S and links the two sources (Fig. 8c). As d
decreases from d0 to 0, we have Phase 1, during which reconnec-
tion is driven at the separator that rises to a maximum and then
falls to the photosphere. Finally, when d = 0, Phase 1 is over,
Phase 2 begins when the actual cancellation of the photospheric
fragments begins (Sect. 4.2).
In the case of magnetic fragments of equal magnitude that we
are considering here, the magnetic field is axisymmetric about
the z-axis and so there is a ring of null points at distance RS from
the origin in every plane through the z-axis.







The location (R = RS ) of the separator where Bz vanishes is
therefore given by
R2S = d
2/3d04/3 − d2. (29)
When d = d0, the separator is located at the origin, and, as d
decreases, it rises along the R-axis to a maximum height, and
thereafter it falls back to the origin as d → 0. The maximum
height varies with B0 and F, but is typically about 0.6d0, and so it
lies in the chromosphere, transition region or corona depending
on the sizes of F and B0 (Priest et al. 2018).
When analysing flux cancellation, the natural parameters, for
each value of the source separation (2d), are the critical source
half-separation distance (d0), the flux source speed (v0 ≡ ḋ ≡
dd/dt) and the overlying field strength (B0). On the other hand,
the parameters that determine the rate of release of energy at a
reconnecting current sheet (Fig. 8c) are the inflow speed (vi) and
magnetic field (Bi) to the current sheet and the sheet length (L).
We now therefore proceed to calculate them as functions of d0,
v0 and B0.
Firstly, to find Bi calculate the potential field near the separa-
tor, which can be shown from Eq. (28) to have the form Bz = kR







When a current sheet forms, the magnetic field at the inflow to









(1 − 0.2757 ε loge ε), (31)
where ε = L/(2R0)  1.
Next, we calculate vi from the rate of change (ψ̇ ≡ dψ/dt)
of magnetic flux through the semicircle of radius RS out of the
plane of Fig. 8c. This rate of change of flux becomes, after using
E + u × B = 0 and Faraday’s Law,
dψ
dt
= −πRSE = πRSviBi. (32)
However, ψ may be calculated from the magnetic flux below zS



















which vanishes when d = d0 and increases monotonically to a
value of F as the separation (2d) between the sources approaches












After substituting into Eq. (32) together with the values of RS









{1 − 0.2757 ε loge ε}
−1. (34)
Then, the rate of conversion of inflowing magnetic energy







where L is determined by the condition for fast reconnection that
the inflow speed acquire any value up to a maximum of
vi = αvAi, (36)
where α is likely to be a non-trivial function of the exter-
nal parameters (for example, Priest 2014) but, as discussed in
Syntelis et al. (2019) is typically 0.1. Then, after writing vAi =
vA0Bi/B0, where vA0 = B0/
√
µρi, and substituting for vi from








{1 − 0.2757 ε loge ε}
−2, (37)
where MA0 = v0/vA0. Thus, by substituting for vi, Bi, L and RS







0 MA0[1 − (d/d0)
4/3]
3µα(d/d0)2/3(1 − 0.2757 ε loge ε)
. (38)
The variations of L/d0 and dW/dt with d/d0 are shown in
Fig. 9 for both the 2D and 3D cases. The curves are cut off
near d = 0 and d = d0, where the analysis fails since it implies
unphysically that d > RS. The 3D treatment of the current sheet
produces a correction of 9% in the total energy release.
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Fig. 9. Phase 1 properties for a 3D current sheet as functions of the half-
separation (d) of the two magnetic sources in units of the interaction
distance (d0): (a) the height (RS ) of the separator, (b) the rate of change
(dψ/dt) of magnetic flux below the separator, (c) the current sheet length
(L), and (d) the energy conversion rate (dW/dt) in units of W0/t0 =
v0B20d
2
0/µ. Dash-dot curves show the results for a 2D sheet (Priest et al.
2018).
4.2. Phase 2 of cancellation
There has been a debate on the actual process of flux cancella-
tion in the photosphere, dating back to Zwaan (1987) and Priest
(1987) and others, as summarised in, for example, Priest et al.
(1994). One suggestion was that it represents pure flux sub-
mergence (without reconnection nearby) and another was that
it is caused by magnetic reconnection. If reconnection occurs
at the photosphere, then the photospheric cancellation is occur-
ring in the reconnection site. If, however, reconnection occurs
just above the photosphere, then cancellation represents the
submergence of inverted U-loops retracting down through the
photosphere after having been reconnected. The argument for
reconnection in either location, which we favour here, is that
it would then naturally produce the energy release that is often
observed in the form of heating and plasma acceleration.
As can be seen in Fig. 10a, while the two polarities approach
and eventually come in contact, the field above the polarity inver-
sion line becomes non-potential, and will form another localised
current sheet (different from the one discussed in Phase 1), which
extends upwards from the photosphere or above. In a vertical
plane through the cancellation process (panel b), a magnetic bub-
ble or island is naturally produced by reconnection at or just
above the photosphere. Indeed, this naturally carries cool plasma
from the photosphere and chromosphere upwards, as has been
proposed by, for example, Sterling et al. (2015, 2016, 2020),
Sterling & Moore (2016). The cool plasma they dub a ‘mini-
filament’. If there is an extra component of magnetic field out
of the plane, as is usually the case, then the magnetic island is
just the cross-section of a magnetic flux rope or a small sheared
arcade. We note that the initiation of Phase 2 of the cancellation
does not have to wait until Phase 1 ends. The cancellation pro-
cess starts with Phase 1, but Phase 2 can occur while Phase 1 is
still on-going. The timing between the two phases will depend
on the magnetic configuration, area, flux content, and distance
between the two cancelling polarities.
The physical properties of flux cancellation during Phase
1 with reconnection in the atmosphere have been estimated in
Priest et al. (2018) and Syntelis et al. (2019), and so we now


















Fig. 10. Phase 2 of cancellation. (a) Fluxes come into contact in the
photosphere and reconnection is driven there, creating (b) a flux rope
(whose cross-section is a magnetic island or bubble). (c) Flux-rope
grows in size and erupts, carrying cool plasma upwards. (d) Close-up
of the reconnection region where a hot jet is accelerated.
nection in the photosphere as follows. They vary hugely, depend-
ing on the size and field strength of the flux and of the length
of the current sheet. The sheet length depends on the nature
of reconnection. For Sweet-Parker reconnection, the length of
the current sheet would be l = ηvA/v2i , where values of the
magnetic diffusivity η = 104 m2 s−1, Alfvén speed 1−10 km s−1
and inflow speed vi = 103 m s−1 would give a length of only
L = 0.01−0.1 Mm, so that the released energy would generally
be too small to explain the observations.
For fast reconnection, on the other hand, the energy release
is much larger since the current sheet now refers not just to a tiny
Sweet-Parker sheet, but also to the bifurcated sheet including the
slow shock waves for Petschek reconnection, or to a turbulent
current sheet for impulsive bursty reconnection or a collision-
less Hall sheet, as discussed in Syntelis et al. (2019). If the sheet
extends up to a height of, say, 1 Mm in the atmosphere, then the
energy release is sufficient, as the following estimates show, to
account for microflares and subflares and on much smaller scales
for nanoflares. Thus, for the various kinds of fast reconnection,
most of the energy is not liberated in the central Sweet-Parker
sheet but in the bifurcated or turbulent part of the sheet. Also,
the observed decline in energy release as time proceeds could be
due to a decline in field strength Bi and or cancellation speed vi.
A magnetic flux tube of radius R0 and field strength B0 has a
flux F = πR20B0, which may be written as
F = 3 R21 B100 × 10
18 Mx, (39)
where R1 is the radius in units of Mm and B100 is the magnetic
field in units of 100 G. Thus, for example, a magnetic fragment
of radius 1 Mm and field of 1 kG has a flux of 3 × 1019 Mx,
whereas if the radius is only 50 km, then the flux is 7.5×1016 Mx.
The velocity (vi) and duration (τ) of the cancellation of tubes





where τ1 is measured in units of 1000 s, and so for a radius of
0.7 Mm and a duration of 3000 s, the cancellation speed would
be vi = 0.5 km s−1.
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The energy released during cancellation may be estimated in
two ways as follows. The first estimate is to consider two mag-
netic flux tubes of radius R, and field strength B, each with a
magnetic energy of πR2B2/(4π) per unit length. If two such tubes
cancel over a length L, the energy released is




where L1 and R1 are measured in Mm and B100 in hundreds of
Gauss.
The second estimate is to consider the rate of release of















is released, which is of the same form as Eq. (41) and depends
crucially on the length of the current sheet.
We then consider first two tiny intense flux tubes of radius
50 km with fields of 1 kG and a sheet length of 1 km. If the can-
cellation speed is 1 km s−1, it will produce an energy of 1024 erg
over 100 s, which is appropriate for a nanoflare. On the other
hand tubes of radius 0.5 Mm with fields of 100 G and a length of
1 Mm cancelling at a speed 1 km s−1 yield an energy of 1027 erg
over 103 s appropriate for a microflare, whereas tubes of radius
1 Mm with fields of 500 G and a length L = 1 Mm give an energy
of 1029 erg typical of a subflare over 200 s. Also, we note that if
the larger flux elements consist of many finer intense flux tubes
with persistent flux cancellation, or if the cancellation occurs in
fits and starts, then the total energy release may take place as a
series of nanoflares or microflares over an extended time of hun-
dreds or thousands of seconds, as reported in some simulations
and observations of flux cancellation such as Peter et al. (2019)
and Park (2020).
5. Conclusions
Magnetic flux cancellation was previously realised to be impor-
tant in heating tiny regions of the solar atmosphere, namely, X-
ray bright points. However, the Sunrise observations have trans-
formed our appreciation of its significance and shown flux can-
cellation to be very much more widespread, and therefore poten-
tially to be the dominant factor in heating the atmosphere and
accelerating various kinds of jets in different parts of the solar
atmosphere. The aim of the present paper has been to further
develop, in several directions, the basic theory for such energy
release driven by flux cancellation.
The first direction was a technical one, namely, to determine
how the previous simple theory of reconnection at a Cartesian
current sheet in 2D can be set up without using complex vari-
able theory and how it can be extended to 3D. For an axisym-
metric toroidal current sheet, we have found how the large-scale
curvature decreases the field outside the torus. Then we applied
the theory to flux cancellation between two magnetic fragments,
where we realised there are two stages, namely, (i) Phase 1, dur-
ing which reconnection occurs at a separator that first moves
up and then descends back to the photosphere and (ii) Phase 2,
during which reconnection occurs in or just above the photo-
sphere between the two cancelling regions.
Future possible developments include detailed computa-
tional experiments that can produce more realistic models for
the process and can validate the basic theory that we have pro-
posed here. In addition, we have focused here on conceptually
the simplest building block of the theory, namely, the elemen-
tary interaction of two magnetic fragments, but in future it will
be possible to apply the theory to a variety of more complex and
realistic geometries and flux systems.
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